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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Before discussing the thesis of this paper, that sexual 

maladjustment in the fiction of Sherwood Anderson is symbolic of 

the characters' inability to find meaningful communication, it 

is important perhaps to point out that isolation is a consistent 

theme in literature, Oedipus, Lear, even Christ are examples of 

characters in isolation, and their situations are the result of 

tragic circumstances, Hawthorne uses isolation almost as a form 

of punishment; and Melville, his contemporary, uses isolation as 

an inej^licable burden of sensitive people, those like Ishmael 

in Moby Dick who try to understand more than they can comprehend. 

In "Heart of Darkness," Joseph Conrad elaborates upon the effects 

of isolation: in a strange society witliout his traditional moral 

system, Kurtz loses all values, Leopold Bloom and Stephen 

Daedalus in James Joyce's Ulysses also experience isolation as 

they withdraw into themselves and are unable to enter the main

stream of life. Thus concern with the changing values of society 

and acute introspection have led literary characters to a new 

form of isolation. Perhaps, isolation is still tragic; but it is 

now a part of each character's existence. 

Other and greater writers than Carson McCullers have 

dealt v/ith isolation as an inevitable part of the human condition, 
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^̂ ^̂  ^.]SL ̂'̂Qs.rt Is ai Lonely Hunter is an obvious example of this 

theme. The main characters of the novel are all isolates, Mick, 

a girl entering adolescence; Biff, a sympathetic tavern owner; 

Jake, a frustrated labor agitator; Dr, Copeland, a champion of 

Black racism -- all are drawn to Singer, a "deaf-mute" who is 

"sort of a home-made God" to each of the others. Singer watches 

as these characters search for understanding and acceptance; and, 

ironically, in spite of his deafness he does understand, Hoxv-

ever, these characters are not aware of Singer's need for under

standing. Singer thinks the only person with whom he can commu

nicate is a mute moron, Antonapoulos, Singer is profoundly dis

turbed v/hen Antonapoulos is taken away from him and placed in an 

institution, l̂/hen Antonapoulos dies, the recognition "of his 

essential psycho-spiritual isolation drives Singer to suicide," 

In McCuller's novel deafness is the chief symbol of iso

lation. In The Sound and The Fury, V\?illiara Faulkner uses the 

sexual attitudes and conditions of his characters as symbols of 

their isolation, Caddy's promiscuity is a vain attempt to find 

communication with another human being -- communication that is 

almost completely lacking in the Compson family. Instead of 

rebelling against his isolation, Quentin becomes accustomed to 

it and withdraws into himself. He is preoccupied, with the 

search for absolutes and clings to virginity, both his and 

Caddy's, as a symbol of value. Finally he is compelled to commit 

suicide by his realization that his emotions can change, that 

even they are not absolute,- Jason is the most self-centered of 



the Compson children; he blackmails Caddy, steals from his niece, 

locks his mother out of his room and out of his life, and has 

Benjy institutionalized. His relationship with a prostitute sym

bolizes his inability to give of himself: he could give money 

but not love. And Benjy, isolated by idiocy and muteness, is 

castrated and cannot communicate even on the physical level. 

The numerous examples of isolation, and even of isola

tion s>nnbolized by sexuality, are too great to be recounted in a 

paper of this scope. That the theme of isolation exists and that 

it has been developed at times by sexual symbolism are apparent 

from the briefest examples, Sherwood Anderson has only rarely 

been given the benefit of this interpretation of his use of 

sexuality and sexual maladjustment in his fiction. Commenting 

on Winesburg, Ohio, hov/ever. Maxwell Geismar suggests a theme 

prominent in the works of Anderson: 

, , , preoccupied as Anderson may seem to be with 
sexual maladjustment, , , . you realize that his 
concern is not with human copulation, as it were, 
but vjith human isolation: and sex , , , is the 
method used by Anderson to convey this isolation,^ 



CHAPTER II 

SEX AND ISOLATION IN WINESBURG, OHIO 

Sherwood Anderson won fame and acceptance as a writer 

with the publication of Winesburg, Ohio in 1919, In this vol

ume he told many short tales — not plotted stories -- and held 

them together by having George Willard integrated into the epi

sodes. In Winesburg, Anderson presented most of the ideas and 

themes which he later developed into his short stories and 

novels. When Anderson's tales of the "grotesques" first appeared, 

many critics and readers saw the characters only as sordid per

verts, and Anderson was frequently lambasted for the "filth" he 

produced. Still other readers and critics hailed Anderson as 

the advocate of sexual liberation and enlightenment, Anderson, 

of course, agreed that he was the prophet of the new sexual 

enlightenment, but his ideas of sexuality v/ere often more com

plicated than even he realized. Sometimes, especially in his 

novels, his ideas of sexuality became confused; but in Winesburg 

he unified his realistic portrayal of sexually frustrated indivi

duals with his broader theme of their human isolation, 

Winesburg, Ohio contains several tales unified by the 

receptive listener George Willard, who is engaged in the tran

sition from adolescence to manhood. Each of the "grotesques" 

tries to give George advice while at the same time he is unbur-
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dening himself, George's mother hopes to give him eight hundred 

dollars to begin a new life elsewhere; Dr, Parciva.l urges George 

to write a book on the theme that all men are Christ and all men 

are crucified; Wash Williams warns George that all women are 

bitches; Kate Swift wants him to "knov; life," Because of his 

adoljcLScent preoccupatjLoCL with self and his lack ̂pf e:>̂ erience, 

George is not able to understand the other characters very well, 

Kate Swift becomes embarrassed as she talks to George and cries, 

'"It will be ten years before you begin to understand what I mean 

when I talk to you, * "-̂  But George's growing maturity is evident 

in the episodes in which he is an active participant. In "Nobody 

Knows," George has a sexual ê q̂ erience with Louise Trunnion; but 

he has no sympathy or attraction for the-girl, who in fact pur

sues him. After their walk together he "wanted more than any-

thing else to talk to some man," He is searching for some com

munication which the physical sex act has not provided. His only 

thought about their affair is one of relief: "'She hasn't got any

thing on me. Nobody knows,'" 

In "The Thinker," which primarily concerns Seth Richmond, 

George asks the younger boy to go to Helen White and tell her that 

he has decided to fall in love with her to gain experience for the 

story he is writing. Later George becomes the object of Kate 

Swift's passion for sensitivity; judging from an old school paper, 

she thinks that he could be a writer, "Her passion in educating 

him became so sharp that it was somathing physical, 'In a monant, 

if I stay, I'll be wanting to kiss you,*" she cried. 
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, • , She ivas a teacher but she was also a woman. As 
she looked at George Willard, the passionate desire to 
be loved by a man, that had a thousand times before 
swept like a storm over her body, took possession of 
her,^ 

Seeing that George does not understand her words or the meaning 

of her embrace, she lashes out at him with her fists, "'I have 

missed something that Kate Swift was trying to tell me,'" George 

laments. In "An Awakening," George realizes his potency as a 

man and goes for a walk with Belle Carpenter; but his dreams do 

not materialize because Belle is using him to attract another man. 

After he has heard many stories, George develops some 

empathy: in "Drink" he takes care of Tom Foster, who has experi

mented with drinking. However, George reproaches the older boy 

for talking about an imaginary love affair v/ith Helen White which 

had been afforded by his drunlcen condition. In "Death," George 

resents his mother's dying on the day that he received a note 

from Helen suggesting that they take a walk together that even

ing. He regrets his feeling when he realizes his own loss and 

the enptiness of his mother's life. 

In "Sophistication," George achieves temporary rapport 

with Helen, but their emotion is not deep enough to be lasting 

love: 

, , , He had reverence for Helen, He wanted to 
love and to be loved by her, but he did not want 
at that moment to be confused by her womanhood, 
, , , In the mind of each was the same thought, 
"I have come to this lonely place and here is 
this other, "'̂  

They did not becorae sexually intirate, "They stopped kissing and 

stood a little apart. Mutual respect grev/ big in thcru "^ Sore-



how even v;ithout- verbal communication they both got the feeling 

which they needed: .", • ,they had for a moment taken hold of 

the thing that makes the mature life of men and women in the 

modern world possible," 

In the final episode, "Departure," v;hich concerns only 

George, he is leaving Winesburg; "and his life there (has) become 

but a background on which to paint the dreams of his manhood,"-'-̂  

;George has moved from adolescent isolation and self-absoa^Dtion, 

as evidenced by his feelings about Louise Trunnion and his mother, 

to an acceptance of his isolation, as evidenced by his relation

ship with Helen, in which he feels slightly intimidated and sig

nificantly more interested in emotional companionship than in 

physical attraction. When he accepts his isolation and decides 

to move on to a newspaper job in the city, he is able to communi

cate his ambition and desire to Helen even without words,/ 

One of the grotesques shares something of George's accept

ance of isolation. When Alice Hindman, in "Adventure," is twenty-

seven she begins to realize, "'It is not going to come to me, I 

will never find happiness, * "•'••'• In the background to her story 

she had given "herself over to the emotions of love,"-̂ ^ The 

evening before her sweetheart Ned Currie left for the city to 

work for a newspaper, they had become lovers. For eleven years 

she had remained faithful and waited for him to return to marry 

her, Hov/ever, by the time of the action of the story, her "desire 

had grown vague. She did not want Ned Currie or any other man. 

She wanted to be loved, to have something answer the call that 
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v;as growing louder and louder within her, ""'•̂  She attracted a 

drug-store clerk at church, but she was afraid to ask him to sit 

on the porch and swing, "'It is not him I want,'" she medi

tated, "'I want to avoid being so much alone,'"^^ Finally in 

desperation because of her empty life, she ran naked into a 

rainy night and called to a man on the street; but he was old 

and deaf and walked past her. Fearful and ashamed, she crawled 

back into the house; but, "turning her face to the wall, (she) 

began to face bravely the fact that many people must live and 

die alone, even in Winesburg, "•'•̂  

None of the other grotesques approaches acceptance of 

isolation. They are all victims of the desire to love. They 

have sought deeper meaning in their lives, but they are not the 

willing fanatics suggested in "The Book of the Grotesque": 

, , , There was the truth of virginity and the truth 
of passion, the truth of wealth and of poverty, of 
thrift and of profligacy, of carelessness and aban
don. Hundreds and hundreds were the truths and they 
were all beautiful. 

And then the people came along. Each as he 
appeared snatched up one of the truths and some who 
were quite strong snatched up a dozen of them. 

It was the truths that made the people grotes
que, , , , (T)he moment one of the people took one 
of the truths to himself, called it his truth, and 
tried to live by it, he became a grotesque and the 
truth he embraced became a falsehood,-^^ 

The grotesques, by trying to communicate with George, are still 

trying to find acceptance for their truths. They still want 

love and are unable to impose isolation upon themselves. 

All of the Winesburg tales deal with isolation; but 

some, like "Adventure," deal with sexual frustration as a symbol 



of loneliness* In "Surrender," Louise Bentley gives herself to 

her first boyfriend because ",-, , there was no other way to 

break through the wall that had shut her off from the joy of 

life,"-*-' As a child she had been deprived of love because her 

mother died at her birth and her father v/as so interested in his 

own business that he was hardly aware that he had a daughter, 

Louise now feels outside the "warm inner circle of life, 

, , • The thing she wanted so earnestly v/as something very warm 

and close and it had as yet no connection with sex," When she 

sees Mary Fisher hugging her boyfriend, ", , , it seemed to her 

that to be held tightly and kissed was the whole secret of life, 

and then a new impulse came and she was afraid," ^ She tries to 

arrange a meeting with John Hardy, the son of the family with 

whom she boards so that she miay attend school. He does not 

appear; so she tries to make conversation with the farm hand 

whom her father has sent to drive her home for the weekend. 

The young man is bewildered and rejects her cheek against his 

shoulder. By the time John Hardy answers her note, Louise feels 

even less loved. John expects that they will be lovers. "That 

was not what she v/anted, but it was so the young man had inter

preted her approach to him, and so amcious v/as she to achieve 

20 something else that she made no resistance," ̂  They marry when 

they thinlc she is pregnant and soon are unhappy: 

, , , Again and again she crept into his arms and 
tried to talk of (the intangible hunger which had 
led her to write to him), but always without suc
cess. Filled with his own notions of love betv/een 
men and women, he did not listen but began to kiss 
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her upon the lips. That coiuused her so that in 
the end she did not want to be kissed. She did 
not know what she wanted. 

Wing Biddlebaum can not understand his situation either. 

He does not know why he failed as a school teacher and had to 

leave town: he only knows that it has something to do with his 

hands. As he talks with George, . ", , I'he raised his hands to 

caress the boy and a look of horror swept over his face, , , , 

'I can talk no more with you,'" he cries. He means only to 

express affection, but he fears latent homosexuality. Each ' 

time he tries to communicate, his hands involuntarily begin pat

ting shoulders and tousling hair. Because of these fears and 

the terrible accusations of a dull-witted boy, he must try to 

avoid other people, 

George's mother Elizabeth is also isolated by her 

desire to love. The details of her life are woven into several 

of the Winesburg episodes. In "Mother," she asks for a better, 

freer life for her son. She is disturbed by the restrictions 

of her own life. Her mother died when she was young, and she 

never really knew her father. As a girl, she had a "shaky" repu

tation because of walking with the traveling men who stayed in 

her father's hotel. She was eager for romance, and in an embrace 

"she thought that somathing une>^ressed in herself came forth and 

became a part of an unexpressed somsthing" •'- in the man. She 

married Tom '.villard because he was willing and she was ready. 

Maybe their marriage started to fail because of his behavior on 

their wedding night or because of her previous- experience, but 

it was soon an er.pty shell. Thereafter sh2 found the elusive 

d 
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romance which she sought only twice. She yielded to death, 

which she savj personified as a persistent, gentle lover in the 

episode titled "Death," In this episode she also found the only 

real rapport in her life, except perhaps with her son. She went 

to talk to Dr, Reefy about her failing health, but they talked 

of much more. He advised her, "'You must not make love definite. 

It is the divine accident of life, ' "̂ "̂  Elizabeth explained to 

the doctor that ", , . she had never entered upon a sexual adven

ture pron^ted by desire alone. Like all the women in the world 

she wanted a real lover,"^^ To Dr, Reefy she seemed a girl, 

instead of a woman old at forty-one. He understood her plea and 

kissed her tenderly and passionately, but they were interrupted 

before they could consummate their relationship sexually. Before 

they met again, death took her. 

Wash Williams, in "Respectability," warns George that all 

women are dead and that they are all bitches. He tells George 

of his experience with women. He says that he had been a virgin 

until his marriage, and he ivas deeply disturbed when his young 

v/ife proved unfaithful. He sent her home to her mother; but 

eventually, because he loved her, he went to ask her to come 

back to him. Her mother sat him in the parlor to wait. The girl 

", • , came into the room naked, , , , Her mother did that*. 

, , , The girl was ashamed and stood perfectly still staring at 

the floor, , , , (The mother) stood in the hall waiting," 

Since that time V7ash has felt that he knows women, and he has 
been a total misogynist. 
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In "Tandy," the stranger defends women, saying, "'They 

think it's easy to be a woman, to be loved, but I know be-tter, 

, , , Perhaps of all men I alone understand,'"^'' Perhaps he is 

speaking for Anderson, who is trying to show how hard it is for 

women to find what they want from love. He does speak for all of 

the grotesques when he says, "'I am a lover and have not found my 

thing to love. That is the big point, if you know enough to 

realize what I mean. It makes my destruction inevitable, you 

see,*" " The stranger is aware of his own grotesqueness, but, 

like his drunkeness which he has come to V\'inesburg to cure, it 

grows worse in solitude. 

Several of the other tales also do not deal with sexual 

frustration, although they are about loneliness, Elmer Cowley, 

in "Queer," is ironically trying to prove that he is not as queer 

as the other members of his family, "A Man of Ideas" is also 

ironic because of Joe VJelling's dearth of ideas and his belief 

that Sarah King is interested in him because she is interested 

in his ideas. The four parts entitled "Godliness" deal with 

Jesse Bentley, who believes he is chosen of God to rule over 

men and to found a family of rulers. He demands hard work from 

all of his farm laborers, and he is unaware that his wife is 

killing herself by working like a strong woroan late in her preg

nancy. He prays for a son to be named David in keeping with the 

Bible story in which he envisions himself. He is disappointed 

by the birth of his daughter, Louise, whose story "Surrender" is 

one of the four parts, Louise grows up without love from her 
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father, marries without love from her hiisband, and cannot lover 

her own son, David, } Eventually Jesse takes the boy to live on 

the farm; and, in an insane re-enactment of the Bible, he pre

pares to sacrifice a lamb and to anoint the boy with blood, 

David is frightened and fells the old man with his sling shot, 

Jesse is unaware of the way in which his love failed the boy, 

who ran away and did not return, and of how his dream of "godli

ness" failed him, 

A few of the Winesburg tales are developed sufficiently 

that they have meaning without the framework or the other tales, 

"The Untold Lie," "The Strength of God," and "Loneliness" are the 

most complete short stories in VJinesburg, Ohio, 

In "The Untold Lie," Hal Winters asks Ray Pearson whether 

he should marry Nell Gunter, whom he "has got in trouble," Ray 

looks back on his experience with his own wife whom he married 

because she was pregnant. He remembers, "'There was no promise 

made, , , , I didn't promise my Minnie anything and Hal hasn't 

made any promise to Nell, I know he hasn't. She went into the 

woods with him because she wanted to go. What he wanted she 

2 Q 

wanted. Why should I pay? Why should Hal pay?'" ^ Ray runs to 

tell Hal not to marry the girl, but Hal has made up his mind, 

"'I want to marry her, I want to settle down and" have kids,'" 

he said, Ray laughs, '"It's just as well. Whatever I told him 
30 would have been a lie,'" 

In "The Strength of God," the Reverend Curtis Hartman, 

while preparing a sermon, accidentally glimpses Kate Swift lying 
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in bed. He sees her smoking and fears for her soulw He sees 

only her throat and shoulders and does not allow his mind to divell 

upon them. He does not want to kiss her throat; but he does not 

knov/ what he wants. He rationalizes, "'I am God's child he must 

save me from myself,'"-̂ -̂  But again and again he is tempted to 

peep,. He breaks a piece from the stained glass window in his 

study so that he can have a viev/ even when the windov; is closed. 

He comes to desire Kate and almost hates his wife. He says: 

"She has always been ashamed of passion and has cheated 
me, • , , I will throw off the woman of my bosom and 
seek other women, , , , (I)f I am a creature of carnal 

-52 

lusts I will live for my lusts, "̂^ 

But Kate, after her disappointing adventure with George, comes 

into her room and, sobbing and naked, prays. The minister sees 

her and rejoices. He tells George: 
"I have found the light, , , , God has manifested him
self to me in the body of a woman, , , , what I took 
to be a trial upon my soul was only a preparation for 
a new and more beautiful fervor of the spirit. , , , I 
smashed the glass in the window, , , , Now it will 
have to be wholly replaced,"^^ 

Reverend Hartman is set apart by being a man of God, When he is 

tempted by his flesh, he has a new av;akening to the sin and suf

fering of mankind. When he begins to lust for Kate, she appears 

and unites nakedness and prayer. The integration of two sides of 

himself in this scene gives him the strength to put aside temp

tation, 

A womian also saves Enoch Robinson, in "Loneliness," 

from his obsession with the imaginary people in his room, but he 
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is unable to find fulfillment with her, Enoch is as a child who 

cannot deal with "actualities like money and sex and opinions,"^^ 

He tells George that he once tried to have an affair, but he 

became afraid and ran away. He was so intimidated by other peo

ple that he stopped having real people visit: he was great only 

in the eyes of his imaginary friends. He felt that he did not 

need people any more. But finally he became lonely and married, 

\slhen he began to feel walled in, he divorced his wife and moved 

back into his old room with his imaginary friends. Then a woman 

started coming in to see him, Enoch confesses to George: 

"I had a feeling about her, • , , she was too big for 
this room, I felt that she was driving everything 
else away, , , , I wanted to touch her with my fin
gers and to kiss her, , , , 

I was terribly afraid. I didn't want to let her 
come in when she knocked at the door but I couldn't 
sit still, , , , She was so grown up, you see. She 
was a woman, I thought she would be bigger than I 
was there in that room, 

I wanted her and all the time I didn't want her, 
, , , Then I began to tell her about , , , everything 
that meant anything to me, I tried to keep quiet , , , 
but I couldn't, 

, , , A look came into her eyes and I knev/ she did 
understand. Maybe she had understood all the time, I 
was furious, , , , I wanted her to understand but , , , 
I couldn't let her understand, I felt that then she 
would know everything, that I would be submerged, 
drowned out, you see, I swore at her, , , . I didn't 
want ever to see her again and I knew, after some of 
the things I said, that I never would see her again." 

Enoch grieved not for the loss of rapport, but for his imaginary 

people, who would not come back to entertain him. '"I'm alone, 

all alone here,'"^^ he moaned. More than any of the others 

except Elizabeth Willard and Dr, Reefy, Enoch had a chance at 

-happiness; • but the fear inside him was so strong that he was 

file:///slhen
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unwilling to let anyone know him intimately, 

(Each one of the Winesburg grotesques is isolated from 

themrmth of_hum^n love and understanding. They are trapped 

within "themselves by their inhibitions or lack of confidence or 

misinterpretation of life. They are unable to satisfy the demands 

of their inner beings. They intuitively feel that the sexual 

inpulse within them is the initial impetus tovjard breaking the 

barriers of loneliness. They are striving for greater depths of 

communication than copulation will bring to them, but sexual 

fulfillment implies to them the possibility of a more meaningful 

existence. Their unsuccessful attempts at sexual expression 

serve to en̂ ĥasize their inability to communicate intimately,] 



CHAPTER III 

SEXUALITY IN REPRESENTATIVE SHORT STORIES 
OF SHERWOOD ANDERSON 

Sherwood Anderson's work has not been collected, but 

he incorporated most of his better stories into three published 

collections. In these volumes are miany tales that rank among 

the best anyv;here, and in these tales Anderson develops many of 

the ideas of isolation that he began to discuss in Winesburg, 

"The Egg" is probably Anderson's best-constructed story. 

It has authenticity as a fable, but the weird events and emotions 

described by the boy narrator are nevertheless realistic. Sexu

ality is not dealt with explicitly in this story: the narrator's . 
» 

father is striving for financial success which he hopes to find 

in the egg -- either from the egg farm, the deformed chicks, or 

by doing tricks like stuffing an egg into a bottle to amuse the 

guests at his restaurant. His hixnger for success is only narroivly 

related to his wife's desire that "he make something out of him

self," If the story is viev/ed as a fable, the egg is an evil 

force bent upon destroying the man. Ironically, the egg is the 

symbol of destruction rather than reproduction. The father's 

obsession with making a profit from the egg carries him ever 

closer to isolation and failure. The egg, the usual result and 

purpose of sexuality, ruins the man, 

17 
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"Death in the Woods" is told by a man who witnessed the 

strange events of the tale as a boy. The narrator remeL:bers that 

he felt an attraction to the old woman who had frozen to death 

and been stripped of her clothes by the hungry dogs that wanted 

the food she was carrying; but his emotion was not lust. Although 

no one in the village had known the old woman, the narrator tells 

that she was a farmer's silent, hard-working wife. Her husband 

and sons considered her little more than a beast of burden. She 

had long since ceased to fulfill an active sexual role. Her pri

mary purpose was to feed things, and she died on a trip home from 

trading the eggs laid by her hens for meat and sugar. Her role 

in life was somehow dependent upon being a woman: she expected 

to serve men in any way they asked. And because no other women, 

who might have understood her plight and helped with the work, 

were around, she lived in isolation and died in an exhausted 

sleep with only the dogs, which symbolized the persistent animal 

hunger of men,i The boy who went with the group of men from the 

village to recover the body was moved to a sense of awe: "She 

did not look old, lying there in that light, frozen and still, 

2 

, , , and my body trembled with some strange mystical feeling." 

The boy accepted death, but he also saw more meaning to life 

because of the experience: his perspective gave the old woman's 

life importance, 

"The Man Who Became a Woman" recounts his story as an 

adult; he realizes some of the meaning and sexual implications 

and only suggests other things that occurred in his strange 
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adolescent experience. The narrator says, "To tell the truth I 

guess I got to love Tom, , , , although I v/ouldn't have dared say 

so then,"3 By only guessing that he loved the horse trainer, 

the narrator reveals that he is still insecure about the events 

he describes. He admits that as a boy he loved horses, although 

he dreamed of women. His feeling for the horse after the race 

suggests the depth of his emotion: "I wish he was a girl some

times or that I was a girl and he was a man,""* The boy was 

aware that he was outside of the regular race track fraternity, 

and he preferred to stay in the stable when the men went into 

town to a saloon. But one time he became lonely and wanted to 

go to a bar himself. Once inside the saloon, he became very 

frightened and feared that his wild wish might have come true: 

when he saw his face reflected in a mirror behind the bar, he 

looked like a girl. He was afraid that he would get into trouble; 

so he ran back to the stable and comforted himself by caressing 

the horses. Two drunken Negro swipes saw him sleeping naked in 

the stall and, probably because he was small and pale, mistook 

him for a girl. The boy was frightened, and he was not sure 

that the Negro boys were v;rong. To escape them he ran terrified 

through the v/oods, where every tree looked like a man trying to 

grab him. The grotesque climax occurred when the narrator fell 

into the white skeleton of an old horse lying near a slaughter 

house. The boy was encased in the rib cage and uttered a scream 

which at last brought him back to reality. He got up and slept 

in a nearby haystack; then still naked in broad daylight, he 
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returned to the race track to pick up his belongings and to leave 

the world of racing. 

The implications of sexuality are readily apparent 

throughout this story. The boy transfers his affection to 

horses and trainers, and he has unconscious homosexual fears 

because of this love. At the climax of the story he is encased 

in the remanent of his love object, the horse; and thereby he is 

relieved of his desire. He is able to accept himself as a man 

and to walk naked before the men; but because of his ejqjerience, 

he also realizes that he must move away from the race track. 

His isolation is evident. In his imagination he has lost his 

sexual identity: he is so bewildered that he cannot even know 

himself. 

The youthful narrator of "I Want to Know Why" is aware 

of his lack of understanding and of his isolation in "pure" emo

tions. He has been given insight by the events which have taken 

place, but he is still unwilling to accept the implications for 

himself. This story also involves a boy at the race track. He 

experiences ecstacy when he realizes that he shares a feeling for 

horses with Sunstreak's trainer. But the boy has intense feelings 

of repulsion when he discovers the trainer's lust for a prostitute. 

When the trainer looks at the stallion and when he looks at the 

degraded woman, he has the same shine in his eyes. The boy thinks 

that this love for horses is pure and that the thing between men 

and women is sordid. He feels that the trainer has betrayed 

their rapport, and he wants to know why he has done this disgust-
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ing thing. The boy cannot accept masculine sexuality except as 

symbolized by the stallion. However, he has begun to realize that 

good and evil can appear in the same person, as he sees them in 

the trainer, and even in the same thing, as he begins to under

stand sexuality. The boy does not reach maturity and acceptance 

of reality in the story. His sexual confusion keeps him isolated 

in a world between the love for horses and the loves of men. 

In these, the best of Anderson's short stories, he is 

still concerned with human isolation and the consequences of 

human sexuality. Unlike the Winesburg grotesques, these charac

ters are not aware of their search for rapport and they are not 

driven to sexuality as the basic form of human communication. 

Their sexuality is more complicated than the grotesques': they 

may have e>perienced sublimation, as in "The Egg," or they may 

not have come to an acceptance of adult sexuality, as in "I Want 

to Know Why," However, in these stories the characters are iso

lated. Because of Anderson's greater sophistication as a writer 

in these pieces, he is able to show frustration and use sexuality 

as a symbol of this frustration and of isolation without speaking 

as directly as he does in Winesburg, 

In other short stories in his collections Anderson is 

often unable to maintain the exact degree of revelation and 

suppression which makes the previously mentioned stories great. 

Again in many of these other stories he delves specifically into 

the problem of isolation. His stories of women who are struggling 

between Puritan taboo and their natural desire are among his most 
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poignant, though less artistic, tales, 

Mary Cochran was to be the heroine of one of Anderson's 

early attempts at a novel. Instead he made stories of several 

episodes in the girl's life. The best known is "Unlighted 

Lamps," The title symbolizes Mary's existence: she has the 

potential of much warmth and enlightenment, but she has not 

received a spark, Mary seeks an emotional bond with her father; 

and he wants to drav/ close to her, too, especially since he knows 

his death is near. Although they are both tempted to begin an 

honest emotional exchange, they are not able to overcome self-

consciousness, Mary is looking for communication such as she 

observes among the workers of the town and their families. She 

is repulsed that Duke Yetter thinks that she is sexually inter

ested in him. At her father's death she is isolated and knows no 

one with whom to try to establish communication. In "The Door of 

the Trap," Mary has gone to college and become involved as a 

babysitter for the children of one of the professors. The man 

becomes interested in Mary. He enjoys the feeling that she is a 

member of his household. Finally his feelings of possessiveness 

cause him to kiss Mary, He succeeds in his goal to awaken her to 

her own sexuality, but she flees from him and does not experience 

sexual intercourse. She is not interested in mere physical com

munication. In fact, she is thrown back into isolation because 

the man's actions prevent her returning to see the children whom 

she has grown to love. 

In "Unused," another tale of a frustrated woman. May 
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Edgley is driven "to suicide, the ultirpat^ isolation. May has 

attempted to attain respectability in spite of her family of scoun

drels. When she is within sight of her goal, she yields to the 

physical temptation of Jerome Hadley; and gossip begins to destroy 

her respectability. She retreats into herself; she lies, deny

ing that she has had intercourse with Jerome and trying to deny 

the guilt that has been placed upon her by conventional morality. 

Finally because of misunderstandings about her sexuality, she 

commits suicide. Sexual activity has brought her only unhappi-

ness. 

The awareness of the inadequacy of a sexual relation

ship to fulfill the basic needs and to alleviate isolation is 

stated by Rosalind Wescott, a twenty-seven year old woman who 

has returned from Chicago to her hometown to contemplate becom

ing the mistress of her married employer. Through her mullings 

in "Out of Nowhere into Nothing," she makes little progress 

toward self awareness. In fact, she rejects the attentions of 

Melvin Stoner, who leads her to her greatest understanding --

that the key to the place she desires to enter is love — because 

he seems to her to epitomize acceptance of the small town. She 

is eagerly seeking more meaning to her life, and she wonders if 

an affair will actually add to her enjoyment. Contemplating 

Freud she says, 

"All the books that dealt with life at all dealt with 
it through the lips of the crowd that had newly come 
into the sacred place. (The Freudians. ) The writer 
had hold of the key. It was his time to be heard. 
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'Sex,' he cried, 'It is by understanding sex I vjill 
untangle the mystery,'"^ 

But Rosalind rejects this conclusion: "'If the sex impulse v;ith

in had been gratified in what way would my problem be solved^ I 

am lonely now. It is evident that after that had happened I 

would still be lonely,'" 

Anderson talks specifically about the curative powers 

of sex in "Seeds," The first part is a discussion between the 

narrator and a psychologist. The psychologist is weary from try

ing to cure the illnesses within people. To show that he under

stands what the psychologist is saying, the narrator says, "'The 

illness you pretend to cure is the universal illness, , , , The 

thing you want to do cannot be done. Fool -- do you expect love 

to be imderstood,'" The second part of the story is about a 

twenty-seven year old vjoman who came to Chicago to study music. 

Her story is related by LeRoy, a friend of the narrator's who 

lived in the same boarding house with the young woman. The other 

men who lived in the house with her said, "'She wants a lover, 

, , , She may not know it but a lover is what she needs,'"^ The 

girl was terrified by the slightest advance; yet she flaunted 

herself before the men. Eventually the landlady evicted her. 

She was frightened and ran to LeRoy's room, begging, "'Take me 

quickly. There must be a beginning to things,'"^ LeRoy defended 

her before the landlady and helped her find another room. The 

girl e>^lained to him that she had groxvn up with her older sisters 

after the death of their parents. She had scarcely known a man 

in her whole life. She had come to Chicago almost consciously 
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wanting to be loved by a man. LeRoy explained: 

"The life force within her had become decentralized. 
, , , What she v;anted she could not achieve. The 
living force within could not find expression. When 
it could not get e>pressed in one way it took another. 
Sex spread itself out over her body. It permeated 
the very fibre of her being. At the last she was sex 
personified, sex become condensed and inpersonal. 
Certain words, the touch of a man's hand, sometimes 
even the sight of a man passing in the street did 
something to her,"^^ 

In the last section of the story the narrator asks LeRoy why he 

did not solve her problem by becoming her lover, LeRoy says: 

"She needed a lover and at the same time a lover was 
not what she needed. The need of a lover was, after 
all, a quite secondary thing. She needed to be loved, 
to be long and quietly and patiently loved, . . , We 
all need to be loved. What would cure her would cure 
the rest of us also, "-̂-̂  

LeRoy thus sums up what Anderson usually means when he dwells 

upon sexuality. Sex is the secondary, symbolic embodiment of the 

desire for lasting love. However, LeRoy did not feel capable of 

giving this demanding form of love. In the end he voices his 

despair and inadequacy in the same words that the psychologist 

uses in the first part of the story: "'I am weary and want to 

12 be made clean,'" 

Anderson has several other good tales in his collections. 

Many of them deal with isolation, loneliness, and sexual frustra

tion, Hov;ever, these few examples suffice to show how Anderson 

developed his ideas in his tales; and in these short pieces 

Anderson reached his peak as a story teller because he was able 

to sustain a consistent mood and to unify his symbols v;ith the 

themes which they represent. 



CHAPTER IV 

SEXUALITY IN SHERWOOD ANDERSON'S NOVELS 

Anderson was aware that sexual fulfillment is not the 

simple panacea for loneliness, but he professed that sex can be 

the beginning of a love relationship as well as its culmination. 

He was fairly successful in portraying realistic emotions about 

sex in his short stories, partly because the emotions and the 

tales themselves were quite nebulous. In his novels, when he 

consciously began to expound sexual freedom for its own sake as 

a bastion against the incapacitating forces of industrialization 

and as a strengthening of egocentricity, his sexualism often 

became unrealistic. The eDK)tions of his bewildered characters 

in the short stories arouse immediate recognition and deep 

sympathy in the reader; but when they articulate their feelings 

about sex, the characters in his novels seem shallow and false. 

The main problem with sexuality in these novels is that, 

although Anderson professed to believe in the things his characters 

utter, he still sav; sexuality in a symbolic context. Because of 

the popularity of Freud's theories, Anderson was forced to write 

about sex itself if he was to m.aintain his identity as a prophet 

of sexual enlightenment. While he was struggling to become an 

author, he had talked about isolation of the inner self through 

the symbol of sexual repression; but later he said, "'V/hy talk 
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about sex repressions now? Apparently there aren't any, ' ""'" His 

conclusion is very dubious and perhaps purposely ironic; but it 

suggests the frustration that he felt as he tried to write about 

the inner problems of people, problems which the psychologists 

had been unable to cure, 

Anderson's distrust of psychologists is clearly pre

sented in "Seeds," He maintained that he had never read Freud; 

and his friend, the psychologist Trigant Burrov/s, asserted in a 

letter: 

"My feeling is that Sherwood Anderson was, like 
Freud, a genius in his own right. Anderson was a 
man of amazing intuitive flashes but again, like 
Freud, the chief source of his material was his own 
uncanny insight, 

I can very definitely say that Anderson did 
not read Freud, nor did he draw any material from 
what he knew of Freud through others," 

Perhaps it was to Anderson's disadvantage not to read Freud, 

if he was going to accept the label of a Freiidian writer and 

try to talk about sexual liberation rather than repression, 

Anderson was never able to portray realistic sexual freedom for 

one of his major characters. Although he consciously tried to 

make sexual liberation a theme in his fiction, he involuntarily 

returned to the struggles of his own life for his themes. The 

story of his own life with its loneliness and frustration was 

the tale he constantly retold. 

In his novels Anderson consciously-tried to exalt sex 

by showing it as a possible foil to the impotence of American 

society. Sex, and his marriages, provided stimulation and mean-
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ing to Anderson*s life; but the development of the theme in liter

ature was revealed to him in The Education of Henry Adams, "The 

Virgin and the Dynamo" more than any other piece of literature, 

and Henry Adams, more than Sigmund Freud, were the basis of 

Anderson's advocation of a heightened sexuality and of the resto

ration of woman to the life-giving position in society, Adams 

only stated the theme for Anderson, however; the implications 

were present in Anderson's work long before he read Adams' book. 

In Anderson's first novel Windy McPherson's Son, Sam 

experiences a sexless wedding night as a symbol that marriage has 

hot alleviated his isolation. His wife bears no living child

ren, but Sam somehow feels that purpose and perhaps immortality 

lies in the propagation of young; and in the emotionally diffused 

ending of the book he plans to adopt children, Anderson never 

states that Sam is unable to bring his sex life to the ultimate 

fulfillment of children; but the situation exists, and without 

children the man feels meaningless and impotent. 

The idea that children, the result and purpose of sexu

ality, are the meaning of life is developed in several other 

places in Anderson's fiction. The theme is used in Poor \^ite: 

and it is most clearly stated in one of Anderson's latest 

stories, "The Corn Planting," in which the old parents try to 

bring forth life in their fields after the death of their son. 

The theme is used in "The Egg," in which the father struggles 

for financial success to provide for the yo-athful narrator; and 

in "Death in the VJoods," the old woiuan sacrifices herself by 

working to care for her family. In Winesbû jriy Ohio, Elizabeth 
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Willard tries to provide financial assistance so that her son can 

lead a better, fuller life than she has had. 

Although Winesburg, Ohio was treated in this paper in a 

separate chapter because of its importance among the writings of 

Sherwood Anderson, the character of George Willard should be dis

cussed with the main characters of Anderson's novels, George's 

development and growing maturity are the thread v;hich makes it 

possible to consider the otherwise detached episodes of Winesburg 

as a novel, George grows primarily through his relationships 

with women. He is enticed into his first sexual experience by 

Louise Trunnion, He recognizes his potency in his relationship 

with Belle Carpenter and his desirability in his relationship 

with Kate Swift, but in immaturity he is not aware of the needs 

of others. He particularly fails to give emotional consideration 

to his mother. After considerable maturing he finds emotional, 

rather than sexual, communion with Helen White, The women with 

whom he is involved symbolize many things to him, but not sexual 

equality or even sexual satisfaction, Louise is a source of 

embarrassment; his mother is a burden until he finally sees her 

loneliness; and with Helen he feels psychologically whole, but he 

has no desire to consummate their relationship physically. He is 

not shown in sexual failure, only in immaturity. He is the least 

frustrated and the most successful of Anderson's major characters. 

In Poor White, Anderson deals with adult sexuality based 

upon the theme of socially caused emotional impotence, Hugh McVey, 

like Sam McPherson, is also unable to consummate his marriage on 

his wedding night. He feels inadequate and inferior before his 
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wife. Finally, in spite of her o\ni sexual problems caused by an 

early advance made tov/ard her and by her deep feelings toward 

women, Clara is able to bring Hugh to an awareness of his sexu

ality. She -then stands by him as he rejects the values of the 

capitalistic society which he has unknov;ingly helped to mold, 

Hugh invented machinery to help the local farmers, but the pre

sence of a factory caused the citizens to leave their farms to 

become "wage-slaves," Their situation in town was worse than it 

had been on the farms, Clara gives Hugh understanding and sup

port when he begins to question his worth to society. She 

relieves his isolation; and although they have not reached a full 

life together, they have hope for the future in -their unborn 

child. Throughout the book their sexual problems are symbolic 

of their inability to communicate; and as their physical communi

cation increases, they are moving toward more meaningful lives. 

In Many Marriages, Anderson's characters lose sexual 

realism. The action does not support the intention or the theme 

of this novel, Anderson's first to deal explicitly with sex, 

John Webster, a middle-aged business man, escapes his frigid 

wife and runs away with his young secretary. His wife "thought, 

or believed she thought, that even in marriage a man and woman 

should not be lovers except for the purpose of bringing children 

into the world,"^ The wife had never considered sexuality at 

all: she had just accepted the precepts of her Puritan upbring

ing. When John performs his nude ritual -- with the picture of 

the Virgin Mary flanked by burning candles -- before his wife 
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and daughter, he does not reveal that he is liberated. His pro

longed preaching reveals that his sexual insight is very shallow; 

and his wife is unable to act as a counterpoint to make him con

dense and explain his ideas. The wife, who never tries to explain 

or understand her position, to defend her lack of sexual fervor, 

or to blame John for failing to arouse her, is driven to suicide. 

She cannot communicate in any way: her lack of sexual communi

cation is only a symptom of her isolation. The daughter, whom 

John hopes to liberate from the Puritan foundations of her vir

ginity, has been disturbed and aroused by her father's perform

ance. She has become more complicated rather than freer because 

of the experience, John has sought to have his family accept him 

and his individual opinions and beliefs. He has tried to explain 

himself as a sexual person: his desire has been communication 

rather than copulation. He realizes that his wife and daughter 

do not vmderstand his philosophy of sex, but he believes that 

he will be understood by his secretary, who is willing to accept 

him as a physical sex partner, John does not seem to understand 

sexuality or himself very well. His symbolic performance of 

sexuality is meaningless to his wife and daughter. He does not 

choose symbols that could explain his real need. The failure 

of the Virgin flanked by the candles -- the obvious phallic 

symbols -- may have been intentional on Anderson's part. Per

haps, after all, Anderson is not trying to v;rite about sexual 

freedom. Perhaps he is questioning whether such freedom exists even 
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among those who consider themselves liberated. Whether or not 

he is consciously talking about the frustration that remains in 

spite of sexual awareness, Anderson is still talking about the 

isolation which remains in spite of physical sexuality. John is 

still striving for communication with his wife and daughter after 

he has assumed a sexual relationship with his secretary. 

Again in Dark Laughter, Anderson tries to tell a story 

of sexual liberation which results in a v/ealth of experience and 

a new meaningfulness to life; but, like the tales of the grotes

ques', his becomes false in the telling. This novel, which was 

his only best seller, tells of John Stockton, who leaves Chicago 

and his wife and changes his name to Bruce Dudley. As Bruce wan

ders about the country, he observes the richer, more natural 

lives of the Negroes. He finds employment as a gardener. His 

employer's wife becomes interested in him and pursues a sexual 

relationship. Bruce and Aline are drawn together by their phy

sical relationship and set out for a new life together. The 

Negroes, whom Anderson portrays as having the natural instincts 

for happiness, love, and sexuality because of their lack of inte

gration into the industrialized society, laugh at Bruce and Aline's 

relationship. Nothing is shown to have changed in their lives 

except that they have found sexual affinity and therefore have 

chosen to wander together. Sponge Martin, whom Bruce immulates 

in his desire for a more natural life, represents a triumph over 

the forces of industrialization. He refuses to give up his love 
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of craftsmanship. And because of t h i s s t rength in other areas of 

h i s l i f e , he i s na tura l and vigorous about sex. He i s one of the 

few c h a r a c t e r ' s in Anderson's f i c t i o n who does not experience 
r 

sexual frustration. 

Beyond Desire is Anderson's chief attempt at a sociolo

gical novel, and it is the least artistic of his novels. His 

feelings about the problems of society as a whole and his pro

posed solutions are extremely vague. In this novel, as in all 

of his other writing, he offers psychological and emotional solu

tions even when the problem was stated in political or economic 

terms. The hero. Red Oliver, recalls the misogynist Beaut 

McGregor, a Pennsylvania miner's son who became a lawyer and 

then a labor leader, in Anderson's second novel, Marching Men. 

Although Beaut is a weak character, Anderson does capture some 

of the power of the unified workers in this novel. In Beyond 

Desire, Red Oliver also aligns himself with the workers in their 

struggle against the entrenched financial and industrial powers. 

Red joins a Communist group carrying on a strike. When an offi

cer threatens to shoot the first man to step forward, Red sacri

fices himself and achieves a communion "beyond desire" with the 

other strikers. However, Anderson does not show that this 

sacrifice has any ideological purpose for the cause: it is 

simply an act to fulfill Red's desire to be intimate with the 

strikers. Red is also interested in the communication with 

women which he sees epitomized in sex; but his sexual experience 

is limited to one seduction by a librarian. In all other acts 

of communication he is unable to act because he fears public 
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disapproval or because he cannot accept the Communist doctrines 

which the other members of his cause expound. His deep desire 

for sex is a desire to function and to end his loneliness; but he 

never succeeds, Ethel, the librarian, is also isolated. She feels 

that she lives on the edge of life and contrives the affair with 

Red, When she does not find the love she expects in her sexual 

affair, she marries an older man so that she can have security 

even if she cannot have love. Like many of Anderson's other 

women, sshe is trapped by her frustration and disappointment, 

Ethel tried to create a satisfying sexual relationship 

on which to build love. Many of Anderson's women characters 

make the same choice. Louise Trunnion, Belle Carpenter, Kate 

Swift, and even Helen White make advances toward George in 

Winesburg, Ohio, Louise Bentley, the woman who came to Chicago 

to study music, and Clara McVey -- all pursue sex as a possible 

aid to happiness. Although the men whom they entice are v;illing, 

Anderson quite frequently portrays the women as the sexually 

aggressive partners. When the man is pursuing, as do Duke Yetter 

and the professor in the Mary Cochran stories and the employer 

in "Out of Nowhere Into Nothing," he is primarily interested in 

physical sex. Wash Williams pursues his wife because of his 

desire to love, but he is so disillusioned that he becomes a 

misogynist, Anderson's women characters pursue sex primarily as 

a prelude to love, and usually they are as diŝ xppointed as Wash 

V̂ illisms, 
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^" ̂ ^̂ "̂  .Brandon, his last novel, Anderson deals with the 

frustrations and the strengths of a woman. Many of the ideas 

that he evolved on women he published in a non-fiction book. 

Perhaps Women, which explains that women may be able to save 

society from total destruction by awakening men to their mascu

linity and their strength. Perhaps Women is a more logical con

clusion to the ideas aroused by Henry Adams than is Kit Brandon, 

Kit is a female rum-runner who has used her beauty to marry the 

son of the local liquor boss. Her husband has proven loutish, 

and Kit has turned her admiration to the success of her father-

in-law and has satisfied her sense of adventure by driving fast 

cars, which have a more dependable power than she can find in 

men. Being a rum-runner in the days of prohibition causes her 

to lead an isolated life. She travels at night; she lives under 

an alias; and she must spend the days in cheap hotel rooms. 

Three times she has sensitive involvements with defeated young 

men, but she has 

, , , a terrible need , , , it growing in her , , , 
of something , , , a relationship , , , som.e man or 
some woman, to whom she could feel close. Just at 
that time she had , , , it v/as she felt the strong
est thing in her . , . the hunger to give. /Anderson's 
punctua t ion. J/ ̂  

Kit has some strengths and capabilities; but she actually follows 

much the same course as Anderson's male heroes, and her desires 

are ultimately as unfulfilled. Her main communication is with 

the narrator of the novel; and this intinacy and interpretation 

by the narrator makes the reader understand Kit in i.ucli the sane 
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way that the reader can empathize with the Winesburg grotesques. 

Even if the narrator and the reader can understand Kit, they 

cannot fulfill her emotional and sexual needs: they cannot give 
t 

love. Kit is still isolated within the context of her life, 

although her story communicates with whoever reads it. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

Although Sherwood Anderson used the experiences of 

sexuality as every writer must who would tell of the secret 

lives and motivations of mankind, he did not always make his 

characters' sex lives satisfactory to them. He did not always 

portray what are considered "normal" attitudes toward sex. His 

characters seldom understand sexuality. In a certain sense 

Anderson's main characters have a more romantic conception of 

sex than that which was being discussed in literature as a 

result of the Freudian revolution: to these characters sexual 

experience includes realms beyond physical contact. Most of 

his central characters seek sexual contact as a foil to loneli

ness. Physical desire is partly a manifestation of the desire 

for emotional love. The characters want a more meaningful 

existence, and they rightly assess that meaning in the changing 

world must lie in personal responses and relationships. They 

try to achieve intimate personal contact; but, without sexual 

understanding, the impulse toward sexuality symbolizes rather 

than causes frustration and isolation. The characters usually 

feel that their sexuality will lead them to more intimate human 

contact, an achievement which sometimes happens. But usually 
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copulation does not occur; and usually when it does, it fails to 

deliver the expected emotional rapport. Frequently there is 

little upon which to build a lasting relationship, and often the 

character's background experiences involuntarily and irrationally 

plunge him into guilt or shame. The condition of the characters 

which Anderson portrays is usually so impoverished that even 

sexual communication and satisfaction are improbable. 

However, sexual gratification is not the main interest 

of Anderson's characters; and they continue to search for mean

ing, awareness, and the end to personal isolation. Sexual grati

fication does not occur, Anderson portrays sexual desire and 

response as a symbol of the communication of individuals, of the 

inner beings; and, in this context, if sexual competency is 

elicited, the characters v;ould be able to end their isolation. 

Although it makes some of his writing about sex seem misdirected, 

Anderson does not take an untenable, easy solution: gratification 

and involvement, which sex alone cannot produce, does not occur. 

The characters remain in isolation, and their sexual quest con

tinues to be symptomatic of their inner search. 

( 
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